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Ed’Ed’s Columns Column
confessions of a Morris tart

I’m baa-aaack! For those who’ve joined since, or deeply
buried the traumatic memories of my last stint as editor, 
I woz ‘ere last between 2008 and 2012. Since then I’ve

continued organising the dancing for BunkFest, and I’ve
continued to dance with Borderline, Whitethorn, Shinfield

Shambles and Lepton. I’ve also joined Theale Tattoo,
Mabel Gubbins and Enigma so I’ve added Rapper and

Step Clog to my repertoire - and had a huge amount of fun
in the process! Open Morris has been through a turbulent

time recently, but it’s been cathartic and I think we’ve
emerged far stronger, I’m proud to be an Open Morris

dancer and to take up the reins of the magazine again.
The new Committee are working hard behind the scenes

to make OM the brilliant and exciting community we all
love. My thanks go to all of them for their support and for welcoming me back

to the magazine, to our invaluable proof reader Hilary Maidstone, to all the
brilliant contributors to this edition, and to my unofficial SubEd Sylvia

Simmonds for all her help.

I’ve volunteered again partly because ‘how do I get myself into these
situations?’ seems to be my motto for the year, and partly because it’s an
exciting time for the Morris world. There is so much going on it’s tough to

choose how to fill the pages of the magazine, but I hope you’ll enjoy reading,
and as ever I wish all of you a great season, full of fun and free of injury! (*the

key to this, as tireless research has revealed, is NOT GOING SKIING) So
happy dancing and playing to everyone, and I look forward to hearing about

your summer’s exploits in time for the next edition!
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The VThe View From the Chairiew From the Chair

Firmly grasping my poisoned chalice, I left the EGM/

AGM on January 30th full of optimism for the future of

Open Morris. The membership, both at the meeting and

those unable to attend, had demonstrated huge support

for me, the other elected Officers and our aims.

Thankfully, that support continues despite very slow

progress in unravelling the financial history of OM.

Despite our best intentions, as I write this in late March,

Lindsay is tantalisingly close to accessing the account,

but not quite there yet. The wheels of banking turn

exceedingly slowly and while also waiting for information

from other sources, we are having to work with what

little we have, making for tiny inroads into a lengthy

period under scrutiny. Investigations are also underway

into how financial irregularities were able to occur and

remain undetected, our aims being to prevent any such

occurrence in the future and to deal appropriately with

what has happened, according to legal advice.

Alongside this of course, the normal business of Open

Morris continues with sides to contact regarding newly

available places for the JMO NDOD in York; matters for the JMO and its AGM

in March; working parties to set up and supervise; Ring ARM to attend; our own

Officials' Meeting to arrange...

Initially drowning under a tide of emails, the flow seems to have slowed and I

hope I've replied to and addressed all the email queries I have received -

apologies if not!

Our Constitution and voting working parties are busy beavering away, the aim

being to have draft documents for the Officers and Area Reps to discuss in late

May. Our new Editor of Dancing On! is buzzing with good ideas and I look

forward to reading this first edition under her care. Remember however that our

magazine can only ever be as good as its contributions, so keep 'em coming!

Brian struggled to type up the EGM & AGM minutes from strange handwriting

and I'm sure some of his typos made Lucy giggle when she proof read his first

draft. The minutes were distributed to sides in early March and are available on

the website. The intention is to make sure that all action points are actually

dealt with before November's AGM which will be in Rickmansworth on Saturday

November 12th courtesy of Phoenix Morris. My thanks go to them for offering

to host the event.
Nicki Pickering
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Dancing On! caught up with Duncan, Jennifer,
Sam, Gerard, Alex, Rachael, Keith, Paola, George,
Roger, Dick, Bob, Ed, William, Dave and Neil at a

practice one spring evening in Oxford.

And when I say 'caught up with', you must understand that I found them in
the pub adjacent to the practice hall at 6.40pm. Even I had to be impressed by this level of
commitment! Ale jugs were filled, and more and more slowly trickled in, a great deal of the
academic members coming straight from the seat of learning. Around 7.30pm there were
murmurings and an eventual exodus to the school hall over the road - in fine traditional
style. This eager reporter was there taking notes and pictures, which sadly were lost to a
technological disaster. I hope they will one day forgive me for asking them all to turn up in
kit then managing to lose all the pictures, but I'll be keeping a low profile for a while…

Oxford City Morris Men and Oxford University Morris Men (disclaimer - both sides are
mixed, but they have elected to keep their traditional titles - not all men are women but all
women are men - so sayeth the man and who am I to argue) are two separate sides with
separate officers and separate AGMs (one taking place in the practice hall, and one in the
pub), but they practice together and for the most part dance out together. Both sides are
now mixed, but it hasn't always been that way!

Morris in Oxford has a long and rich history, going back to the 15th century. In the 1900's,
academics under the guidance of leading lights such as Mary Neal and Reginald Tiddy were
lecturing and performing. Tiddy’s Men became known as the ‘Dancing Dons’. In 1923, the
Oxford branch of EFDS danced on May Morning and the tradition has continued unbroken
ever since (nearly!). Under the auspices of the EFDS the first OUMM was formed in 1926,
which were later to support the founding of
The Morris Ring. This then led to the
formation of Oxford Morris Men in 1938.
OUMM and OCMM were inaugurated in
1951 and 52 in more or less the current
formats, the first time there was a distinction
drawn between town and gown sides. The
teams have a great history of touring in
different parts of the country, but as a
University society, they operate under a
statute preventing them from bringing the
name of the University into disrepute. A
famous incident (when certain members
were reluctant to quit their beds) on Fairford
tour (1952) gave rise to the nickname 'The
Ancient Men' which is used to this day whilst
on tour. 

The sides reached a greater level of co-operation gradually between 2007 and 2009, in
response to declining numbers. At first, control of practice nights would alternate, but now
things are more fluid. Since the merger, the sides have gone from strength to strength and
new members are flocking in - mostly under peer pressure, so they claim, but they seemed
pretty happy to be there! Other recent recruits claim genuine academic interest in English
culture, and genuine academic interest in the glorious Ale culture (in both senses) that
abounds in Oxfordshire Morris circles. Some Oxford City members are ex university

oxford morris in 1953

The Oxford MovementThe Oxford Movement
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members, had joined the City team when 'grown up' and would occasionally come to
practices to keep their hand in. University members are mostly faculty staff, with I
understand one token undergraduate at present! In principle you have to be a member of
the University to join OUMM, but there is no criteria for joining OCMM.

Both teams wear full whites, and the trimmings are similar but slightly different. OUMM wear
red baldricks with blue rosettes, and OCMM wear one red and one blue baldrick. In both
teams you can earn kit upgrades by performing a solo jig in public to the satisfaction of your
peers. A City member earns the badge on the baldricks, and a University member earns arm
bands that match the baldricks. OUMM have hats made of straw, and OCMM have black
trilbies - but hats aren't worn much. There also used to be waistcoats but they can't
remember where they left them! I asked if there was any distinction between men's and
women's kits and I'll let you guess the genders of those who answered: Answer A) the only
difference is whinging about the difficulties of buying white trousers and Answer B) not on
the outside! 

During the evening, they
danced Rose Tree Bampton,
lots of Adderbury, Young
Collins & Skirmish Bledington,
Banks of the Dee Fieldtown
and many others, finishing in
traditional style with a massed
Bonny Green Garters. Both
teams dance traditional
Cotswold from many different
traditions, and keep a common
repertoire. Musicians from both
sides join together to play, and
blooming good it sounds too.

I met George, the Quartermaster, who is in charge of kit, sticks and bells. That afternoon
he'd been out in Brasenose wood, on Shotover Hill, which is part of Wychwood Forest,
collecting new sticks from the side's traditional location! I have to say the sticks were very
fine, and treated with a care and veneration which did them credit. If only untidy sticking
habits, such as hitting things with them, could be kept at bay, George's life would be much
easier.

It's considered bad form to commit to dance in public more than 24 hours in advance, but
despite this laid back attitude, the teams keep very busy. You might have seen members of
OUMM in the recent music video by Stealing Sheep - if not I urge you to look it up! The
highlight of the year for Oxford is of course the huge May Morning celebration in the City
centre, which the teams take it in turns to organise. They'll also dance at Folk Weekend:
Oxford, and many ales and pub tours throughout the year. OUMM's ale takes place in the
Ascott-under-Wychwood village hall built and endowed by Reginald Tiddy for the free use of
Morris dancers in perpetuity. What a wonderful legacy!

Well Oxford City & University, I can only say again, welcome to Open Morris, we are very
pleased to have you! Thanks for entertaining me when I came to visit, and sorry again about
the photos! I'm happy to print that any one of you may claim a drink from me on the strength
of the incident for some years to come…

If you would like to find out more about the sides and their rich history, visit
www.am39.com and www.ocmm.greenius.org

the sides today
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DERDERT _MCR 2016T _MCR 2016

DERT stands for Dance England Rapper Tournament, and each year the
competition is hosted by a different team. Medlock Rapper from Manchester
were this year's hosts, and they did a great job of organising the weekend.

Now, having only joined Mabel Gubbins Rapper (a Morris Federation team) late
last year, with no rapper experience at all, my plan had been to have a nice laid
back weekend supporting Mabel and OM entries Birmingham Rapper and Tower
Ravens as they competed, perusing the rapper pubs of Manchester, gathering
copy for the magazine, imbibing the most traditional of rapper beverages and
generally enjoying getting acquainted with the rapper world. Oh how wrong I

was! One of the competent Mabels had one little skiing accident, and I'm at an
all day practice the week before, being taught to hyperventilate in time to the

music… over the finer points of my participation I shall draw a veil, but suffice it
to say that I shall owe certain Mabels a blood debt for the rest of my days. A

baptism by the sword! In between panic attacks, I have never enjoyed myself so
much, enough to leave me wondering why on earth I've left it this long in my

dance career to take up rapper. I'd recommend it to anyone, though perhaps not
the whole 'second ever public performance at DERT' thing…

Full results, and a video of Medlock's closing showcase performance which
needs to be seen to be believed, can be found at www.dert2016.co.uk. And if

you're as excited about the next one as I am, have a look at
www.dert2017.co.uk!

Birmingham Rapper
The lads and lasses of Birmingham
Rapper were competing in the Open
category, although it was technically
their first DERT as Birmingham, you
might recognise most of the team as

members of Jockey Men's Morris
Club who competed last year. From
left to right are pictured Fiddler, Ash,

Jon, Eve, Dave, Phil, John, Chris,
Brian, David, with Ed in front. Due to
the schedule I only managed to see

Birmingham a couple of times,
including at the Old Monkey where

they did a great job on a slightly
slippy floor, and pulled off some

fabulous tumbling - accompanied by some excellent Tommy work from PC John
who had the whole audience convinced that Brian, the tumbler, was well

advanced into his 70s. Gullible, moi? Cracking stuff guys!

Dancing ON!Dancing ON!

photo by Dave Monckton
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Tower Ravens
Tower Ravens, from London, were competing in the

Championship Category and also entered the
Traditional competition with their version of

Westerhope (see the picture with the much more
demure costumes - normal Tower Ravens kit includes

the best blue sparkly tumblebums ever) The girls danced brilliantly all day,
including bravely dancing upon the raised stage for the spotlight competition,

which had more in common with a tea chest than a dance floor. We're delighted
to report that they came second in the Championship category, so well done

from OM! We're very proud of you!

Dancing ON!Dancing ON!

photos by Sue Flint

photos by Sue Flint
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Australian Morris Ring
National Ale 2017

18 August 2017 - 4 September 2017

The Australian Morris Ring in conjunction

with the annual National Ale is

organising a tour to commence in

Adelaide, travel to Melbourne, and then

concluding in the Australian national

capital, Canberra.  

We would like to invite your side to visit

Australia to take part in our 2017

National Ale and Tour.

The Tour will include three of Australia's

most interesting cities with travel and

dancing in the "bush" in between. We

anticipate the usual exchange of dances,

songs, and culture; with dance

workshops, singing and music sessions

(subject to interest and sobriety). Family

groups are very welcome.

We will offer all accommodation,

transport and most meals for the

duration of your stay. Please let us know

if you have any interest in attending and

we will keep you informed of all details.

Let us know if you have any questions!  

AMRtour2017@gmail.com

The Banks of Green Willow
'I wish you all luck in America and hope

that by the time you come back the end

of this business (WW1) will be in sight

and a reformed and reinvigorated nation

will take to Folk dancing and singing with

transports of enthusiasm.' 

So wrote Reginald Tiddy to Cecil Sharp

in January 1916. He was killed in action

six months later.

Fools Gambit Morris, together with

Folkinmotion, a group of wheelchair

users, are developing a performance in

tribute to the four founder members of

EFDS who were killed in WW1 and to

commemorate the work of DC Dakin

who pioneered music and dance as

rehabilitation for wounded soldiers. They

will perform in Sheffield on July 4th, in

France from July 21st - 25th, in Ascot-

under-Wychwood on Aug 6th, and at

Cecil Sharp House on November 20th.

For full details see

www.folkinmotion.co.uk and

www.foolsgambitmorris.co.uk

Clog Off!
13th and 14th August 2016

Ridgeway Step Clog and Theale Tattoo

are teaming up in conjunction with the

White Horse Folk Festival to bring you a

brand new weekend of Step Clog

performance and workshops in Wantage,

Oxfordshire. See www.clog-off.uk or

email info@thealetattoo.co.uk for more

information!

Wallingford BunkFest
2nd - 4th September 2016

All Open Morris members are all very

welcome to come and dance at

BunkFest - it’s a full weekend of festival

magic with concerts, ceilidhs, sessions,

boat and train rides and of course more

dancing than you can shake a jingly stick

at! Dancing runs all day on the Saturday

and Sunday but you’re welcome just to

come for one day if you wish - from

intimate pubs to huge festival site stages

with enormous audiences enthralled by

dance performances, we think we’ve got

it all! Email jen@bunkfest.co.uk for more

information or see www/bunkfest.co.uk.

Events and OpportunitiesEvents and Opportunities
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Day of Dance marks Bedcote's Silver Jubilee

Bedcote Morris looks set to build on the success of last year's

inaugural Stourbridge Day of Dance, with nine sides already

confirmed for this year's event on Saturday May 21.

Cotswold, Border, clog, belly and traditional Irish dancers will all

be on show as the West Midlands town hosts more than 100

dancers and musicians.

Bedcote Squire Chris Burton said: "Last year's Day of Dance was a real joy, with

plenty of positive comments from dancers and members of the public. This year we

will have three dance spots around the town to keep the Saturday shoppers - and

fellow dancers - entertained. Bedcote is celebrating its 25th anniversary this year

and we want our Day of Dance to be a real part.

"We're particularly pleased this year to welcome young Irish dancers to the event -

widening the appeal and lowering the age profile in one go!

"Black Country Radio is planning to produce a one-hour documentary on the event,

with contributions from several of the sides taking part, which should also help to

spread the word that dance is alive and kicking in this part of the world.

"There's always room for more, so if any other sides would like to take part please

get in touch."

Cotswold sides already confirmed

include Jockey (Birmingham) and 1st

Sedgley. We also have Border guests

from Beorma (Birmingham) and Foxs

(Worcestershire), plus step clogging

from Castle Clog (Stourbridge), North-

West clog from Black Adder

(Birmingham), belly dancing from Belly

Fusion (Worcestershire) and traditional

Irish dancing from the Gallagher

O'Connor Academy (Stourbridge).

Any sides interested in joining the day

should email info@bedcote.com

Issued on behalf of Bedcote Morris by

Chris Burton (Squire)

07929 917886



Getting OfGetting Off The Ground!f The Ground!

To get the ball rolling with contributions from members, the dancers of
OM catch some air for our photo competition! Well done to all - our cover
picture shows Lucy from Harlequin Morris, who just edged first place from

Ramrugge - but we all had a lot of fun competing! Thanks to everyone
who sent pictures.

10 Dancing ON!Dancing ON!

Pig Dyke Molly

Mike Salter of Madcap
Morris, photo by Cath Mew

Ramrugge Clog Morris in 1996

Theale Tattoo
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Whitethorn Morris

Mike Salter
of Madcap
Morris, photo
by Cath Mew

Yon Lot

Holt Ridge
Morris
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Morris FolkMorris Folk
Hundreds of Morris mini-mes have been popping up all over the
country! Dancing On! spoke to Simon Costin, Director of the
Museum of British Folklore, about the project, when Sylvia and
Jen went to deliver Whitethorn's doll to the collection.

So how do you land such an amazing job, what's your folky background?
I've always had an interest in folklore for as long as I can remember. The idea for the
museum has always been there, it's my baby! Similar projects have been attempted in
the past, but I've always been attracted to the idea of recording the unrecorded,
preserving the rich and varied traditions of the British Isles for posterity. I don't dance
with a morris team but I'm closely involved with local sides.

At the moment there is no physical location for the
museum, but you're keeping an archive of materials
and artefacts, and curating exhibitions around the
country. Has there ever been a physical museum
location?
In 2009 I bought a caravan on eBay and set up as a
travelling museum, going round festivals 'preaching to the
converted' with a small collection of artefacts and
materials. We've mounted several exhibitions in different
locations over the years, and now the team has grown to
include Mellany Robinson who works as Project Manager. 

What kind of archives do you have?
We have costumes, printed ephemera, we were donated the Trevor Stone archives
which consist mostly of many hours of film and hundreds of photographs related to
Longsword dancing, Jig Dolls, Hoddening Horses and now the Morris dolls. The
archives are all in storage in East Croydon.

The plans for the proposed new museum building are very impressive. It would
be a fabulous achievement - how long will it take? What organisations are
involved?
We're working to a timescale of about 5 or 6 years. We're about to start on a feasibility
study then a business plan before we can make applications for Heritage Lottery
funding, which will take a couple of years to get moving. We're also hoping to match
fund through philanthropic donations. We've had a lot of help from the Arts Council too
who think the project a good one but we are not in the position to apply to them quite
yet. 

Is there anything people can do to help?
Put the word out - we're also a registered charity so if anyone wants to donate we're set
up with Charities Aid Foundation. The other thing we can always do with are exhibit
donations - any historic costumes in particular and we're building up quite a nice
collection of jig dolls among other things. I dread to think how many wonderful items
have been consigned to the bin as they are considered unworthy of interest or low in
value.

Over the last few years and months I'm sure a lot of people have seen cute little
pictures of dolls in Morris kit popping up on their social media feeds! Tell us
about the project, how did it come about?

Dancing ON!Dancing ON!
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I thought it would be a very good way to involve the actual dancers in the museum. Folk
culture is about the folk!

How has the project been funded? All those naked dolls much have cost a bit to make!
I've had to fund the project myself so far. Each doll costs £20 to make and then there's
postage and all the bespoke boxes. The dolls have been made by a lady called Kate
Murray in Tregaron, Wales.

How many have been sent out, and how many have you had back?
427 have been sent out, and around 50 have been sent back. We need to encourage
sides to get them finished so they can be included in the exhibitions this year!

The amount of voluntary work that will have gone into the collection will be
staggering! Certainly all the dolls I've seen are little works of art. We're here partly
to safely deliver Whitethorn's doll, which has miniature wooden clogs, handmade
lace trimming her dress and pinny, tiny, perfect miniature sticks, beads and bells,
and a dress fit for the queen! Not to mention authentic scarlet lacy
undercrackers. Christine Macdonald of Whitethorn Morris has put weeks and
weeks of work into her, and she's beautiful! What has been your impression of
the standard of the finished dolls in general?
I've been amazed by the emotional effort people have
invested in the dolls and the stories behind them. One doll
has arrived wearing a little leg brace, to represent the
team's bagman who broke his leg skiing during the project.
Some have arrived with little notes pointing out hidden
details such as garters. Some have even had real hair
woven to make beards. I've found all the beautiful details
really touching.

Do you have any favourites?
No I can't say that! They are all of equal importance! Each
time we receive a new one it's like Christmas!

Where and when will the dolls be exhibited?
The first exhibition will be at the Weald and Downland Museum in Sussex from 29th
April - 12th June 2016. Open Daily 10.30am - 6.00pm. Following that will be a major
exhibition looking at the history of the project to date and where we are heading with
everything. This will be at the Christie's showrooms in South Kensington, London from
5th July - 28th August.

Dancing ON!Dancing ON!
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You've asked for the history of each side to accompany the dolls. Will this
information be used in the exhibition?
It's really useful to have but at this point it's just for archiving and it will all be put into a
database and stored for future use once we open the main museum.

How will they be shown? I would be very tempted to pose them mid kick or caper!!
They'll be in glass cases away from sticky fingers, and they'll be exhibited standing, hung
from a small hook at the back. Some teams have posed their dolls, so they will all be
displayed as they've been sent to us. Each doll will bear the name of the side, and also
the name of the person who has dressed them, where known.

What will happen to the dolls when the exhibition is over?
They will be stored for the next exhibition, and eventually will have their own purpose
built room in the museum.

Do you have any other future projects OM members might like to hear about?
We have been invited to appear at a weekend event called Caught by the River Thames
on the 6th & 7th August, where we examine the folklore of the river and we've got an
exhibition in the pipeline looking at the folklore surrounding the horse. Everything from
Horse Brasses to Chalk Hill figures. Details will appear on our website in due course.

Many thanks to Simon for meeting with us, and sharing his enthusiasm and
insights into his work! Dancing On! wishes the museum all the best for the future
and best of luck with the launch of the exhibition.

'Morris Folk' will be open to visitors at the Weald & Downland Museum in Singleton, West
Sussex, from 29th April to 12th June 2016. 
On Sunday 1st May, Simon will be giving talks throughout the day as part of the
museum's Food and Folk Festival
www.wealddown.co.uk
www.wealddown.co.uk/events/visiting-exhibition-morris-folk
http://www.caughtbytheriver.net/2016/02/10/caught-by-the-river-thames-a-london-festival

Calling Calling All SAll Step Cloggers!tep Cloggers!
The brilliant Melanie Barber tells us about some exciting clog projects which are

happening this year

So, www.allaboutclog.org is a new website you've set up as a one stop resource
for all things clog. I think it's a great thing to have a central 'go to' place! How did

the idea come about?
It's an idea I'd been mulling over for years, that I felt there was a need for a list of clog

dance teams across the country that you could join. Then I was teaching beginners clog
workshops at Warwick and Bromyard Folk Festivals with Strictly Clog last year, and on

both occasions was asked by individuals if there were groups near where they lived,
where they could learn more; I didn't know, but felt I should! The idea of an interactive

map on a mobile accessible website felt like the right answer!  

Tell us some of the website's features!
It's still very much still a work in progress, but the main feature for me, as I've mentioned
above, is a team map. I've also included pages on tutors, workshops, events, notations,

competitions, clogmakers, and links to other excellent clog dance resources.

Dancing ON!Dancing ON!
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What can teams do to get involved?
Email details of clog dance teams, events and workshops to me, either via the Contact
Us on the website, the Facebook Page, or directly to melanieclog@gmail.com

I'm especially pleased to see dance notation on www.allaboutclog.org. One of the
dances listed is the Bill Gibbons Irish Jig, which has been specially adapted for an
event in September - tell us about the 200 Jig Challenge!
This came about as I dance Bill Gibbon's solo bargee steps. Bill worked on the Leeds
Liverpool Canal all his working life. His steps are not widely known, so as 2016 sees the
Bicentenary of the Leeds Liverpool Canal, I got in touch with the LLC Society to see if I
could demonstrate Bill's steps at any of the canal festivals. This lead to a meeting with
DAPA, a dance studio at Eanam Canal Wharf in Blackburn, who were hoping to attempt
a world record of 200 clog dancers dancing Bill's steps, but had no idea where to begin.
Bill's solo steps don't lend themselves to a mass dance, but the bargees social dance
does, though the canal tow path is too narrow for the original 6-8 person dance, hence
the specifically adapted 4 person version.  

It sounds like a fantastic event, hopefully it will go down in history! How can
dancers contact you if they want to take part?
It's taking place on Saturday 10th September at Eanam Canal Wharf, Blackburn, with a
workshop from about 12noon, followed by the record attempt (aka challenge) at 2pm. To
take part, search 'Bill Gibbon's 200 Challenge' on Facebook and request to join the
group. The notation and accompanying YouTube of Lancashire Wallopers dancing the jig
are linked to the group. Alternatively, if you're not on FB, contact me via
www.allaboutclog.org 

How many dancers are signed up so far, and where have they come to you from?
I was fortunate enough to launch the challenge at the Lancashire Wallopers weekend in
February, so got 63 people signed up straight away. I've since got a few more via FB, so
am currently up to 82, with people travelling from as far afield as Newcastle and Carlisle
in the North, and London and Somerset in the South. 

I know you've got loads of irons in the fire and plenty to inspire people to get
clogging! Is there anything else which might interest the cloggers of Open Morris?
Hopefully yes! 
Since November 2015 I've been writing clog steps for the Whitby Folk Week Toesday, as
part of the Whitby Folk Week's online FB community. So far I've written a ten step
hornpipe, with versions for both beginners and intermediates, with two steps being
published every 2nd Tuesday of the month. From April I'll be writing a waltz! Both
routines are accessible via www.allaboutclog.org and I'll also be teaching one or other of
the routines at Whitby Folk Week in August. 
Then in September we have the Lancashire & Cheshire Clog Dance Competitions, which

I also also organise. The competitions - featuring the Junior, Adult & Novice and Group
Competitions in the morning, followed by Open Waltz, Old Lancs Heel & Toe, and
Lancashire & Cheshire Championship in the afternoon - will take place on Saturday 17th
September at Pendle Heritage Centre, followed by a day of workshops on Sunday 18th
September. Details can be found at www.clogcomp.org.uk 

I wish you the very best of luck with the Challenge,
and for the future of www.allaboutclog.org. Thankyou
for taking time out to share all your projects with us!

Dancing ON!Dancing ON!
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Literary Corner - a Review of Literary Corner - a Review of 

‘Morris Malarky’‘Morris Malarky’ by Marshall Coombsby Marshall Coombs

Morris Malarky is published by Marshall Coombs in association with
Hedingham Fair. The cost is £9.89 including post and packing. If you are

interested, send your postal address To mcoombs121@gmail.com and he will
forward you a copy.

Set off by beautiful cover

illustrations by Karen Cater of

Hedingham Fair, this is the story

of a year in the life of a Cotswold

Morris side in a fictional seaside

town. It starts in the summer and

ends dancing in the dawn on May

Day the following year. 

Larksea Morris has recently

introduced women into the side

and the story revolves around the

interaction of the main characters

and the changes that having

women in the side make to the

dynamics of the group. There is

very little introduction to the

dancers and musicians forming

the plot and this makes a

confusing start with many names

to remember and their

relationships to each other. The

book covers the side's Morris year

which includes the AGM when the

officers change, adding to the

confusion! It is a short book and the

characters did not really have time to

develop. Information about the various

affairs (or would be affairs) and the

politics was often given in the form of

clandestine conversations. 

The description of the Morris dancing

aspect of the book was good and my

overall impression was that the writer

was more comfortable writing about

this than love affairs. Those familiar

with Cotswold Morris dancing will

appreciate the book and find many

familiar themes.

Sylvia Simmonds
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Memories of Roy DommettMemories of Roy Dommett

I first met Roy, well I didn't meet him I just saw him, at the first Federation workshop,

and I wondered who this chap was wandering amongst all these female dancers as if

he owned the place. Later I found out that he more or less did. I also found out that he

said that there seemed no physical reason for women not to dance so if they didn't

dance it must be a social reason. Exactly. Men.

In the early eighties when Barley Morris (which only lasted a few years anyway) was in

its infancy Roy, and Marguerite, were at another workshop and with a flash of

inspiration I cheekily asked Roy if he would like to come to Wolverhampton and film our

new(ish) Border Morris side. I nearly fell over when he said yes.

So he did come and stay with us and he did film the side.

He filmed us at the Barley Mow pub on Penn Common - we were actually Barley

Maurice called after the landlord but not many people knew that - and in Dudley town

centre where we were accosted by the inevitable drunk.

Roy kept his camera rolling.

'I can do that!' slurred the drunk, from under his enormous flat cap, nearly tripping over

his feet. So we put him  in the set opposite Halaina and with Di (who taught the side)

as a minder to push him in the right direction, and up and down he tripped until the

sticking began when he ran off in panic. Halaina never took prisoners.

Roy told me later that he showed the film to quite a few sides should they be foolish

enough to say that they thought women could not stick. Believe me all you post

millennium people some men did say that, daft as it sounds now! Roy said he made

the point that if people were taught in the same way they danced in the same way and

you could not tell the difference between the dancing of the male and female dancers

in our side.

I showed the film too as part of Barley Morris a Short Story at the Morris Conference

where it caused a bit of fun.

About ten years later we reprised (not a good idea, our dancing was nowhere near as

good being ten years older) Barley Morris and asked Roy if he would like to film again.

He said he would and we had a lovely weekend with him and Marguerite learning lots

about morris and watching a video of Roy's tradition Juniper Hill and receiving the

notes so that the current side could learn the dances. We did learn them and

thoroughly enjoyed them and I was glad I could tell Roy so when I saw him at Great

Western's fortieth. Didn't get much of a chat though - Roy was too involved with

watching the dancing!

I have just one more memory of him when he very kindly said he would contribute to

the radio programme I was making as part of a course. His contribution was to say that

early male morris sides used to go out and dance with the intention of getting drunk

and starting a scrap. The programme went out on Telewest.

You were a one off Roy and my most abiding vision of you is at Sidmouth with Tubby

Reynolds. I can't remember what Tubby was wearing but you were in a big blue clown

suit with frills. Amazing.

Pennie Gillis 2015
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AA Letter From Braybrooke MorrisLetter From Braybrooke Morris
Having just delivered a free newspaper in my village, I sat down to read it. An article about
country/folk dancing by a local group caught my eye, particularly their reference to Morris
dancers as being 'brawny, beer-swilling men dressed in white with bells and handkerchiefs".
As a Morris dancer myself, I agree that they are usually (but not always) dressed in white
and ALWAYS have bells on their legs. However, I must dispel the myth of the stereotype
Morris dancer as they are NOT now all 'brawny men'. I have been Morris dancing for over
25 years and, yes, I am a woman although, I have to admit, a bit on the meaty side!  Also,
we cannot nowadays be 'beer-swilling' due to the drink/driving laws. Many of the dancers
are now teetotallers as we usually have to drive to dancing venues.

The side I dance with is the Braybrooke Morris Dancers and we are a mixed bunch of ages
and sizes. There are still sides around which only allow men to dance with them, mainly
members of The Morris Ring, but the numbers of those, on the whole, are in decline. As the
author of the article rightly said, all types of country dancing have been recorded since the
19th century. Before that the tradition in each village was just passed on from one
generation to another. Evidence of this in the form of paintings and stained glass windows
dates back to the 16th century. With various wars, etc. occurring, the dances went into
decline in the 1800s and it is with enormous thanks to Cecil Sharpe and his friend Herbert
Macilwaine that the music and the movements were written down. From this, Lionel Bacon
produced 'A Handbook of Morris Dancing' and most modern sides use this as their
instruction book, both here and abroad. We have danced with a side from
Minneapolis/St.Paul from the U.S.A. and they use the same book!

I can honestly say that Morris dancing is one of the best things I have ever done. I just wish
I had started when I was younger. The people you meet are genuine, uncomplicated,
delightful and full of fun. The places where you are asked to dance can be most unusual
such as, in Braybrooke's experience, on sheets of plywood suspended over a canal in
Holland!  The music is really tuneful and can be adapted to most instruments. Most  people
know about May Day and associate it with Morris and Maypole dancing but there are many
other traditional annual events which include Morris such as Midsummer's Day, Boxing Day,
New Year's Mummers' plays, Plough Sunday/Monday, Wassailing the apple trees, etc., and
at late night Christmas shopping events. We practice every week during the winter and try
to dance out at as many of these events as we can. In the summer most sides dance at a
different local pub each week - it is hell but someone has to do it!

So forget all your preconceived ideas of Morris dance. Modern Morris is great fun, very
sociable, keeps you fit, it is not expensive and, most importantly of all, it is keeping a
splendid English tradition alive. So, if you haven't ever tried it, give it a go. You might find it
is just what you have always wanted to do.

If you google the name of your county and 'Morris Dancing', you will find many local sides
listed, one of which might take your fancy. If you want to come along to Braybrooke with
me, please get in touch on 0116 240 2481. If you live on the South Leicestershire/North
Northamptonshire border, we would be delighted to see you on Thursdays at 7.45 p.m. in
Braybrooke village hall. It could be a life-changing decision for you!

Pauline Dawes
Secretary,
Braybrooke Morris Dancers
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Report from the Morris Ring Report from the Morris Ring ARMARM

On March 5th 2016 I attended the Ring Annual Representatives' Meeting

(ARM) to represent Open Morris as an observer, accompanied by the

OM Secretary, Brian Antuar. Our hosts also invited us to the evening

Feast, an invitation which we were both delighted to accept.

Apart from being an interesting insight into the way Ring business is

done, both Brian and I were warmly welcomed, looked after and involved

in the activities, including joining in the informal dancing, albeit late at

night and on a rather full stomach! I certainly felt included in a way which

I had not expected, having memories of the early 1980s when, as a

female, I was not allowed to buy my own copy of the "Black Book". 

There were many opportunities for discussions on Morris matters with

men I had previously met and others whom I had never encountered.

Some fun was had putting faces to names and discovering shared

friends and contacts around the country. The overwhelming feeling was

one of total support for Open Morris and our efforts to steer the

organisation through its current trials and tribulations.

The business meeting was conducted in a remarkably efficient and

timely fashion, with many discussion points being covered. Four points

had been discussed in area groups in the morning and the results of

these discussions were collated and decided upon later in the day. 

Three of these involved decisions on internal Ring arrangements but the

fourth was regarding the inclusion of female musicians at Ring

sponsored events (Ring Meetings). I am pleased to report that the

overwhelming majority of sides supported the inclusion of all their

members regardless of gender and some sides reported declining

invitations because their female musician was excluded. Oh, how times

have changed and how hopeful the future looks!

We left with good wishes ringing in our ears and the feeling that there is

indeed a shift in attitudes and an interesting future ahead for Morris

Dancing as a whole.

Nicki Pickering



Open MorrisOpen Morris
ContactsContacts

Chair: Nicki Pickering, Wales
Phone: 01248 600095, email:

chair@open-morris.org

Secretary: Brian Antuar, Norfolk 
Phone: 01263 715762

email: secretary@open-morris.org

Membership Secretary: 
Liz Scholey

email: membership@open-morris.org

Treasurer: Lindsay McComb
Isle of Wight

email: treasurer@open-morris.org

Magazine Editor: Jenny Cox
Oxfordshire

email: dancingon@open-morris.org

Web Officer: Craig Simmonds
West Midlands

email: web@open-morris.org

Area RepresentativesArea Representatives
We are in the process of streamlining our
areas but please feel free to contact your

representative any time. If you are
interested in volunteering to represent one
of the vacant areas, please get in touch!

Central: Oxon, Herts, Beds, Bucks, Berks -
Jenny Cox: jen@bunkfest.co.uk 

07816 335972

Wales & NW: Wales, Cheshire, Lancs,
Cumbria, Greater Mancs, Merseyside - 

Nicki Pickering:  dr_nicki_h@hotmail.com 
01248 600095

S.E: Kent, E Sussex, Essex, W Sussex,
London, Greater London, Surrey - John
Scholey: js@danceon.org 01892 521310

N.E: Yorkshire, Durham, Northumberland,
Teeside, Tyne & Wear - Wendy Bostock:
wbostock@mistral.co.uk 07779 443137

South Central: Hants & IOW - Lindsay
McComb: linsch@iowasbestos.co.uk 

01983 811134   

E Anglia: Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambs,
Peterborough - Robin James:

robin@robinjames.me.uk 07947 774482

E Midlands: Lincs, Notts, Derbyshire, Leics,
Rutland, Northants - Will Nesbitt:

willnesbitt.om@gmail.com 
07709 281410                      

W Midlands: Staffs, Worcs. Warwickshire,
Shropshire, W Midlands, Herefordshire -
Vacant but temporarily covered by Will

Nesbitt, contacts as above.

SW: Cornwall, Devon, Dorset, Somerset,
Wiltshire, Gloucs, Avon incl Bristol - Vacant

I hope you’ve enjoyed this edition of Dancing On! 

You can look forward to the next edition in the Autumn, but why not make a contribution?
Dancing On! is here for the Open Morris community - think of us as a billboard, soap

box or a conduit! We’d love to have contributions from you, so get your thinking caps on.
For the next edition, I’m particularly interested to get in touch with Morris newbies, those

hallowed new recruits that are like gold dust in many Morris circles!

Please email dancingon@open-morris.org, or feel free to give me a call.

Please note that the views expressed in this magazine are not necessarily those of
Open Morris.

wwwwww.open-morris.org.open-morris.org

needs you! needs you! 


